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1
KEy Tips

Stand Your ground. you’ll get the “friends and family discount” 
assumptions. you’ll get the “can you come down on price because that’s not in my 
budget, but i, like, really like your work?” question. and you’ll get the “you’re too 
expensive” comments. But once you’ve used the tools and tactics in this guide to 
price for profit and with confidence, stand your ground. We all know a business can’t 
grow without money in the bank. Sometimes you may choose to work for free or 
charge a lower price point to make a strategic marketing decision. however, setting 
boundaries, pricing with confidence, and negotiating effectively is key. Stand your 
ground and your business will be better off for it. 

Charge Your Worth. you’re only worth as much as you believe you’re 
worth… and by setting parameters and limits on how much you think you’re able 
to profit, you’ll never feel comfortable raising your prices as supply and demand 
encourages it. When supply decreases and demand increases, it’s likely time to raise 
your prices, or create alternative streams of revenue for those potential clients ready 
and able to purchase. 

PriCe for Profit. you’ll find various perspectives on how to price for profit in 
your business throughout this guide, but one things rings true time and time again: 
begin with your cost of doing business. Before ever naming a price to a product or 
service, make sure you’re pricing to cover your basic business costs (and to pay 
yourself!). Pricing is strategic… and this guide shares more on how to ensure you’re 
taking care of your business up front! also, watch the blog this month for more 
insight from experts about pricing intentionally to profit in your business.
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“‘How much do you charge?’ Are these the 5 most anxiety-inducing words in the 
creative entrepreneur’s vocabulary?” Lynne Somerman said it best on page 12 of 
the guide when she explained that confidence in pricing comes from knowing 
your baseline and pricing for profit accordingly. Like many creatives, you might be 
tempted to price emotionally, or price simply based on what the rest of your market 
is charging. However, neither of these lead to the best potential for profitability in 
YOUR business. Instead, our guide features industry pricing and negotiation experts 
weighing in on how to assess your cost of doing business and price with confidence 
whether you’re a product- or service-based business.
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have you ever found it challenging to discuss 
the price of your product or service?  or, found 
yourself negotiating your rates in an effort to 
close the sale? 

We’ve all been there - eager for sales and less 
than confident about our price.

But pricing your product or service shouldn’t be 
arbitrary, and a fair rate isn’t as subjective as you 
might think.

read on for a few mistakes creative 
entrepreneurs make when setting their price 
and negotiating a fair rate, and learn how to fix 
them.

1. exCeSSivelY diSCounting 
ProduCtS and ServiCeS 

it’s no secret that customers love a good sale. 
So, you discount your product or service hoping 
to entice them to purchase from you. in doing 
so, you’ve made price the focal part of your 
offer, and it is likely to be the deciding factor for 
the buyer.

WHAt YOU SHOULd dO InSteAd ...  PLAn 
SALeS.

choose your dates for sales annually, and stick 
to them. no more adjusting your price on the fly 

to suit your emotions around making more sales. 
if you find that certain products or services only 
sell when there’s a sale, then it might be time 
to consider permanently adjusting the price to 
match the market. But before you do, consider 
the costs of production to ensure you’re not 
cutting your profit margins too close. 

2. negotiating baSed on CuStomer’S 
budget

Sometimes, our potential customer’s budget 
doesn’t match our price. The customer might try 
to negotiate the price to be more in line with his 
or her expectations. or, you might be inclined 
to negotiate your price because you really want 
their business.

WHAt YOU SHOULd dO InSteAd ... 
FOcUS On vALUe.

Spend some time considering the value of your 
offer, and look for ways to communicate that 
value directly to your customer. how does the 
product or service you provide solve his or her 
problem?

Then, instead of negotiating your price for 
customers with lower budgets, offer to negotiate 
your services to fit the lower budget. you 
could create a smaller package that fits their 

three Pricing And negotiAtion MistAkes 
creAtives MAke

dondrea owens

Photo by Breather
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needs and their budget while still being fairly 
compensated for your work.

3. not knoWing What it CoStS to run 
Your buSineSS

While we are often aware of the direct costs 
related to producing our product or service, 
everyday operating expenses don’t get as much 
attention and are often left out of the pricing 
equation. 

WHAt YOU SHOULd dO InSteAd ... KnOW 
YOUR nUmbeRS. 

it’s important that you know exactly what it 
costs each month to keep your virtual doors 
open so that you can fairly price your product or 
service for profitability. Knowing your numbers 
will also steer you away from negotiations that 
ultimately don’t provide a return for you. if you’d 
like a worksheet to help you get clear on your 
business spending, sign up here.

i hope that by shifting your focus in these areas 
you’re able to gain more confidence to price 
yourself fairly and negotiate based on the value 
you bring and problem you solve.

dondrea oWenS
cPa @ The creative’s cFo
north Metro atlanta
@lthecreativescfo
www.thecreativescfo.com
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Why i’M A FirM Believer oF stAting 
your Full Prices online
lin Pernille Kristensen

Whether or not to post your prices online is a hotly debated topic. Most of my peers in the 
wedding industry choose only to list a “starting at” price on their website, or to not list their 
prices at all, out of fear of scaring away potential clients due to “sticker shock” before being 
given a chance to convince the couple that their services are worth that hefty price.

i know this may be the unpopular opinion, but I choose to state my full prices online, for 
several crucial reasons:

Potential ClientS Should alreadY knoW Your value.

if you’re marketing yourself correctly, managing your social media accounts well, and nurturing 
your client experience, your potential clients will already know the true value of your services 
before heading over to the pricing page on your website. The work that you show online 
should already be exemplary of your talent and the quality of your work, the dedication that 
you show to your clients and your business should already be apparent from your behind-
the-scenes posts, and the glowing word of mouth that past clients are circulating about you 
is more powerful than any pitch you could make in a sales consultation. if a potential client is 
shocked when they see your prices, they either aren’t your ideal client, your online presence 
needs some extra work, or your prices might not be accurately reflecting your caliber of work.

 bY hiding Your PriCeS, You are juSt delaYing the inevitable and 
Creating aWkWard interaCtionS. 

as your business grows, your desperate need for inquiries from any and every client will 
eventually evolve into a desire to book only your ideal clients. your time also becomes more 
and more valuable and scarce. By requiring potential couples to reach out to you or meet 
with you before you discuss any pricing, you may end up wasting precious time on couples 
who aren’t able to afford you, no matter how convincing your in-person pitch may be.

Photo by Felix Russell Saw
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This couple will very likely leave the meeting feeling defeated, 
rejected, or even defensive, and they will inadvertently 
associate those feelings with your business. These feelings 
are heightened because they took the time and effort to 
meet with you only to find out they can’t afford you, rather 
than instantly and effortlessly learning this online. Because 
of that awkward and negative experience, they are unlikely 
to recommend your business to a friend in the future, even if 
they know that that friend would be more likely to afford your 
prices.

You might unintentionallY be loSing 
introverted ClientS.

if a potential client is shy or introverted (or, let’s face it, just 
busy or overwhelmed with wedding planning!) they might not 
bother taking that extra step of inquiring with you or meeting 
with you find out if they can afford you or even consider you. 
as an introvert myself, i love being able to weigh my options 
online, without having to be subjected to an in-depth sales 
conversation. if i’m shopping around for a product or service, 
if i can’t instantly find out if that product/service is a possible 

contender, i immediately strike it from my list.

indulge CurioSitY from WindoW ShoPPerS.

Some wedding professionals choose not to show their prices publicly because they only want serious 
inquiries from couples who are ready to book. i wholeheartedly disagree with this mindset. The earlier a 
potential client knows your prices (even if they don’t have a need for your services yet!), the more time 
they have to prepare their budget to be able to afford you.

For example, i had a follower on instagram who had been closely watching my work for years, and had 
even visited my website and learned about my prices long before she was engaged. Because she knew 
my prices early on, she was able to mentally and financially prepare to accommodate my prices. The 
week after she got engaged, she immediately reached out to me and was ready to book. can you say 
“dream client?!” The biggest honor is finding a client who values your services and prioritizes working 
with you above all else.

PSYChologiCallY diSaSSoCiate “moneY talk” from the CouPle’S in-PerSon 
exPerienCe With You.

We all know weddings are expensive. however, a newly engaged couple probably doesn’t enjoy thinking 
about or talking about how much money their wedding is going to cost. By keeping “money talk” out 
of your in-person interactions, they psychologically associate their time with you with amazing service, 
beautiful photos (or whatever product or service you offer), and being cared for, rather than the negative 
thought of the hefty investment they’re making.

Photo by Jeshoots



lin Pernille kriStenSen
Jersey city, nJ
lin Pernille Photography and 
lin Pernille education
@linpernille
www.linpernille.com

tranSParenCY and honeStY buildS the k-l-t faCtor.

The main goal behind almost all of my online activities is to build the Know-like-and-Trust Factor with 
all of my fans and clients. Through my posts, i want them to feel like they are getting to know my 
real, genuine self, and that includes honesty and transparency about my services. every year, when i 
reconsider my prices, i take a lot of time to research the market, evaluate my positioning, and make sure 
that my prices are accurately reflecting the quality of my work. Because of all this careful consideration, 
i’m very confident about my prices and know that my clients are getting what they pay for when they 
work with me, and i’ll proudly share those numbers with anyone who is curious.

My decision to show my full prices online has proved to be a great decision for my business. over the 
past two years, i’ve had an 89% conversion rate of the couples i’ve met with. every year, i continue to 
book more and more ideal clients without negative interactions or wasted time on couples who aren’t 
a good fit.

That being said, every business is different and you may prefer a more private and off-line pricing 
strategy. The best way to find out what’s best for you is to try both methods and track your results. 
remember to record all of your statistics so you can make an informed decision based on your business’ 
quantitative findings.
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how often does an amazing potential client 
come to you, and you two just connect! you’ve 
gone out of your way, articulated your value, 
then you hear the dreaded words…. “This is 
more than i can afford” -- and your heart sinks. 
you immediately run through scenarios to 
reduce your price in order to work with this 
dreamy client. But i want you to halt right there.

i want you think of all the time and love you’ve 
put into your work, and how you’ve just spent 
4+ hours of the day to prep and meet with your 
new prospect, just to have them shell-shocked 
by your pricing (and it’s even worse when you 
already sent over a custom proposal!!).

 your price conveys a message, but your 
demeanor, confidence, and process are key in 
executing your price point. The moment you 
hesitate and show wiggle room is exactly when 
and where someone will wiggle right in!

Pricing is such a critical component, and it can 
be a slippery slope if you’ve set yourself up for 
failure from the get-go. your pricing triggers 
every.other.piece of your business and payroll 
decisions. By shorting yourself, it can lead to 
underperforming, overwhelm, losing income (or 
worse, paying out of your own pocket) to serve a 

reverse engineer 
your Pricing For 
ProFitABility
Brooke olsen

Photo by Rawpixel

client, or the cash flow pyramid scheme (where 
you’re using new clients to support existing 
client operations).

to Set YourSelf uP for SuCCeSS, 
You need to knoW What it CoStS 
to onboard and Work With eaCh 
Client before You PaY YourSelf a 
dime.

•	 What is your physical cost of goods for the 
product or project (think prints, fresh product, 
inventory, equipment, etc.)?

•	 What are the costs for your internal and 
external team members based on the project 
you’re proposing?

•	 how about the systems that you love (and 
don’t forget about those credit card fees!)?

•	 What about client gifts?

•	 and how much are spending in travel 
expenses?

•	 and finally, don’t forget what you need to set 
aside for taxes!
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once you figure out your direct client expenses, then estimate your hours and calculate how much 
money you’re making per hour on the project. What does that number look like? are you rocking it 
out? or are you operating on a less than ideal profit margin? or worse, maybe you’re even making less 
than minimum wage! no matter the results - if your income is looking a bit less than desired, then keep 
reading for killer ways to correct this!

1. underStand + Control Your CoSt of doing buSineSS.

Figure out the amounts you need:

1. To operate your business (with zero clients or projects for the month) - this is now your 
business baseline!

2. To cover your personal life - get real with yourself and know what your financial needs are 
every.single.month to keep your home life in balance with a roof over your head, food on the 
table, and your bills paid.

3. To support your long term dreams (including retirement)

4. To support your stretch goals (travel the world in an rv, buy a house for your family, going on 
the dream vacation to europe, etc.)Then, control the controllable by reassessing, simplifying 
and reducing your expenses. Side note: do this in both your business and your home life. 
(yes, both, and stop lying to yourself about that gym membership, or start using it already!) ;)

2. raiSe Your PriCeS to SuPPort Your ChangeS and groWth.

Maybe you’ve already done some of the stuff below, but haven’t actually raised your prices to support 
these changes. now’s the perfect time to reassess if you’ve made any of the changes to your service 
offerings or product lines, but haven’t reviewed your pricing since launch.

1. increased demand for your products or services

2. Faster turnaround times on finished products

3. your current or growing operating costs

4. expanded your business lines / services

5. growing a team

6. investing in systems that give you back more time in your life

7. Some of the above

8. all of the above

 3. think in a multi-faCeted buSineSS model aPProaCh

•	 When possible, offer multi-level services, or know how to break up your services into smaller 
pieces that can be profitable and successful for you, but also allows you to work with clients 
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brooke olSen
Founder and ceo of 
Brooke olsen consulting
@brookeolsenconsulting
www.brookeolsenconsulting.com

who have different budgets with strong boundaries for yourself.

•	 is there a service or product line your clients are asking for all the time? now is the time to 
test the waters. disclaimer: this isn’t for everyone, but creating products with different price 
points to provide a light, medium, or full investment approach can be helpful for you and your 
client.

•	 Sometimes, to grow we need to curate - so don’t be afraid to remove what isn’t working or 
what you don’t love. More time away from projects that don’t bring you joy means more focus 
on the ones that light you up!

Pricing isn’t always a simple formula. Sometimes we realize that a portion of our services or products 
are profitable, while others aren’t! it’s okay if you’re just discovering this - remember, your client today 
doesn’t need to know what you sent out yesterday. So, you’re always in a perfect position to adjust 
your pricing for the next project!

and at some point in the negotiation process, it’s likely that you and a potential client won’t be able to 
agree on a number due to resources and expectations, and that’s okay. Bless and release them back 
to the wild, or support your community and send a referral name!

at the end of the day: you decide your pricing, not your client. Trust your numbers, know your value, 
and lean into the right changes for you and your business to generate positive and fulfilling results. 
Put in the work and changes today, so you can support your pricing with confidence at the next 
negotiation table!
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it’s a story that’s familiar to many artists and makers: 

you make something beautiful. (i’m a jeweler so i’ll use jewelry as an example).

Then, your friends start to notice what you’re making.

“can you make me one of those necklaces?” “you should open an etsy shop!”

you think, “i bet i could sell these and make some money!” So you set out to do just that.

you register an online shop, upload photos of your work, and then you hit the big blank - Price. 
if you’re anything like i was when i started out, maybe you think “how much would i pay for these 
earrings if i saw them at [insert your favorite store]?” you pull a number out of the air and type it into 
the blank…

STOP RIGHT THERE, PARTNER!

Before you hit that “post” button, there are a few other factors you need to take into consideration - 
especially if you intend to make that online shop into a bona fide business. you need a pricing strategy 
that will enable you to build a thriving, profitable business.

i’ve compiled this list to help set you on that path. here are 4 factors you must include when 
considering pricing as a maker.

1. CoSt of SuPPlieS

This one is a no-brainer. if you’re making a necklace, how much did the beads cost? The string or 
chain? how about the clasp and other findings?

are there any other costs you will incur while creating the item that gets delivered to your client? 
here’s one you might not think of initially that will eat into your bottom line: how much did it cost to 
ship those supplies to you?

2. labor and time

if you’re just starting out, this is the hourly rate you will pay yourself. That number is entirely up to you, 
but i’d suggest researching what the industry standard is for your particular craft. at the very least, you 
need pay yourself above your state’s minimum wage.

Be sure to factor future growth into this part of your pricing equation, too. For instance, if you were to 
hire a production assistant to help with larger volume orders down the road, how much would you pay 

Pricing For MAkers: 4 
FActors you ABsolutely 
need to include
alison Jefferies
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aliSon jefferieS
custom Jeweler @ 
J’adorn designs
@jadorndesigns
jadorndesigns.com

them?

you should also ask yourself how your own pay rate as ceo will evolve over time as you gain 
skills and expertise.

in addition, you may want to reflect on how fast you are working now vs. how quickly you or an 
employee could make your product in larger volume with more experience making it. When i 
first started making bridal headpieces, it took me hours to figure out how to wire-wrap individual 
pearls and i spent a lot of time fiddling with the design. But now that i’ve made dozens, i can do it 
quickly according to a set system. The latter scenario is what determines my time count.

3. overhead

overhead is the day-to-day cost of doing business. it includes everything from rent, internet, and 
electricity, to larger purchases like computers or power tools.

here is a simple way to calculate your overhead:

•	 Total up all of these expenses for one year. (if you’ve been in business for a while, you can 
look this up in your records. if you’re new, do some research and make a projection.)

•	 divide that number by 12 to calculate your monthly average.

•	 Then, divide your monthly average by the number of pieces you sell in a single month. The 
resulting number is how much overhead you need to include in your per-piece overhead 
calculation.

4. Profit

Profit is the factor that i see the highest number of makers overlooking when they price their 
work. But the reality is that profit is the most important number because it will determine how 
much you can grow. Simply speaking, profit is the amount of money you make on each sale that 
you didn’t spend on making the product. it’s money you can reinvest into your company or spend 
however you choose. (hey, you’re the ceo!)

Profit has enabled me to invest in my own education as a jeweler to learn skills i wouldn’t have 
been able to teach myself. These skills have consequently increased the value of my work by 
giving me a larger menu of services to offer my clients, experience working with higher quality 
materials, and expertise that my customers can trust when they commission a piece from me.

in your business, profit can provide you with the means to invest in the things that you know 
will increase your value as a maker. Maybe you’ve been wanting to hire a coach but just haven’t 
had the cash. or maybe you’re dreaming about an expensive tool that would cut down your 
production time. Whatever your goal, profit is the vehicle that will get you there.

and… now that you know all the factors that 
go into pricing your work, go ahead and hit 
that “post” button!



hoW muCh do You Charge?

“how much do you charge?”

are these the 5 most anxiety-inducing words in 
the creative entrepreneur’s vocabulary? did your 
stomach clench up just reading that?

What if you not only had a number in mind, but 
you could state your price without having an 
urge to immediately offer a discount?

The number we’re talking about here is called 
your cost of doing Business, or codB, which 
means, essentially, your minimum price. (note 
that i said minimum, meaning, you can and 
should charge more than this if your skills and 
your market will bear it). your cost of doing 
business is, essentially, the price it takes to keep 
the lights on and your butt in the seat.

Knowing your cost of doing business allows 
you to end sales calls and send proposals with 
confidence in your value and the work you’re 
doing. Wouldn’t that feel refreshing? it also is 
how you know what your baseline numbers are 
so that you don’t end up working 7 days a week 
to pay your bills. That’s because you’ll build 
some profit into your prices – and profit is just 
a fancy way of saying “your ability to continue 
having a business”.

Knowing your cost of doing business can be 
the difference between being a struggling 
freelancer and being a BoSS.

 hoW to find Your baSeline number

Finding the number is easier than you think!

[if your eyes are glazing over already, head over to 
grab my handy-dandy spreadsheet that i made just 
for you – it will do the math for you! Plus it takes 
into account things like types of customers, existing 
numbers, etc.]

First, make a list of all your regular and irregular 
expenses, like:

•	 Software and subscriptions

•	 office expenses

•	 People you hire

•	 Travel and transportation costs

•	 Professional development

•	 Marketing

•	 Financial charges (like PayPal and Stripe 
fees, interest on business debt)

Then, convert them all into annual expenses and 
divide by 12, and add 30% (for taxes*, my friends; 
oh, how we love to forget about taxes!). This is 
your starting point. This number is your monthly 
‘keep the lights on (and the tax-man away)’ 
number.

But, remember – your true cost of doing 
business is ‘keep the lights on and your butt in 

Build ProFit into 
your Prices

lynne Somerman
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the chair.’ So now, we need to talk about your 
salary.

 you can actually do this same exercise with 
your personal finances – what is your personal 
minimum? What do you need to keep your lights 
on at home? What about the cost of buying 
yourself health insurance, paying for out of 
pocket medical costs, and contributing to your 
retirement fund (all things that are subsidized 
when you’re working a ‘regular’ job)?

add your ‘keep the lights on’ numbers together, 
and that is your (bare-minimum) cost of doing 
business.

*30% is a rough estimate, and varies a lot. ask 
your tax preparer for your personal rate if you’re 
not sure.

hoW do You uSe thiS number?

The most important thing to remember about 
this number is that it is your minimum. additional 
money you charge is money that you can use to 
invest further in your business, outsource more 
work, pay yourself more, or save for rainy days 
(or bad revenue months).

So, how do you turn this into a price for your 
services?

ask yourself: how many people do you want 
to work with each month? not how many 
people can you work with each month, but how 
many feels good? Be realistic here, and make 
sure you’re planning for things like sick days, 
vacation, time off for holidays, and for clients 
that suddenly take up a lot more time than you’d 
planned for #entrepreneurrealness.

let’s say your minimum cost of doing business is 
$5000. if you make less than that number, you 
will have to go into debt or draw on savings.

 if you reasonably can expect to work with 5 
clients a month, every month of the year, then 
that means you need to charge each one of 
them at least $1000. if, however, you can work 
with 5 clients a month but your business is 
seasonal, and you only work 5 months a year – 
then you need to charge each client $2400, just 
to pay the bills.

you should try to charge at least 25% more than 
your baseline cost of doing business, to allow for 
rainy days, and investing in your business. if you 
have specialized, in demand skills – or you’re 
in a market that can bear it, charge 50%+ over 
your minimum number. This will be a huge help 
with your cash flow, and your ability to continue 
running your business successfully! if you’re not 
(yet) able to charge that much, make that your 
goal.

remember, you can also just put your numbers 
into a spreadsheet and see how you’re doing. 
check out the one i created for you right here.

lYnne Somerman
Financial coach and virtual 
cFo at The Wiser Miser
@wisermiserinsta

www.thewisermiser.net
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Being able to set the right price for your products and services is one of the 
keys to success for any small business. using the three steps outlined below, 
you will be able to come up with the right price for your business that will help 
to maximize your overall profitability.

underStand Your CoSt of doing buSineSS

as a general rule of thumb, you need to be making a profit on every single 
item that you sell. unless you are a clear market leader like Walmart, you 
simply don’t have the ability to take a loss on any sale by marking down your 
products to incredibly cheap prices. (companies like Walmart “make it up on 
volume,” meaning they sell plenty of other products where they are making a 
profit.)

Thus, the starting point for setting the right price is being able to understand 
your true cost of doing business. This enables you to take your base cost and 
then add a profit margin to come up with a final cost. By doing so, you can 
ensure that you are always making a profit on every sale.

For example, if you own a bakery and you are trying to come up with the 
right price for your cakes, you would need to take into account factors like 
the price of all the ingredients used to make those cakes. Thus, if the cost of 
a key ingredient suddenly increases by 20%, you would need to decide how 
much of that extra cost you are willing to pass along to the final consumer.

exPlore different PriCing StruCtureS

once you know the minimum cost you can charge on a product to break 
even, you can start to explore different pricing structures. For example, one 
common pricing strategy is to offer a “basic” product or service for regular 
customers, and then offer a “premium” product or service for customers who 
need extra functionality. The bigger your business is, the more “tiers” of prices 
that you can offer. Think about your netflix subscription or any other service 

WhAt sMAll Business oWners need to 
knoW ABout Pricing And negotiAtion
lorra Brown
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a fast-food business like Mcdonalds, where the “upsell” is the extra fries or the extra-large drink that 
you can order with your burger. or think about amazon – as soon as you put an item in your shopping 
cart, amazon always reminds you of other products that you might also like (“customers who bought 
this also bought this...”). and cable companies are constantly asking you if you’d like to add a premium 
network like hBo to your monthly subscription. 

negotiate for ProfitabilitY

Keep in mind – your prices can be flexible. They do not have to be static and unchanging. here is 
where you will want to negotiate for profitability. For example, many businesses offer “bulk discounts” 
for clients or customers who place very large orders. other businesses offer special discounts to 
clients or vendors who agree to make large upfront payments. Still others will offer special “freebies” 
for large orders. Just think about shopping online at your favorite e-commerce website – the company 
will generally agree to throw in “free shipping” as long as you make a purchase of a certain size. and, 
finally, there are plenty of incentives that you can give to clients who pay in cash because you won’t 
have to worry about credit card processing fees or charge backs. (even your local gas station will 
generally give you a better price if you agree to pay in cash rather than use credit!)

The key point to keep in mind, of course, is that you need to make a profit on every sale. Where your 
flexibility comes into play is by determining how large of a profit margin you actually need to make 
on every transaction. By understanding your true cost of doing business, and then exploring different 
pricing structures, you will know exactly how much flexibility you have with every new sale.

lorra broWn
lBe consulting, Pllc
@ lorra_brown
www.lbeconsulting.com
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that you use – there are always different 
price tiers, depending on overall use. The 
goal of any company should be to “migrate” 
users from lower price tiers to higher price 
tiers.

in order to maximize your overall profitability, 
you should also consider how to increase the 
value of every sale. one way to do this is by 
the “upsell.” This simply means that you give 
customers the option to increase the size of 
their order right as they are about to make a 
final payment. The classic example of this is 
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What was your first pricing strategy at the launch of your business? how has that 
changed?

if you could go back in time and tell yourself one thing about pricing at the launch of 
your business, what would it be?

What is one thing you do to justify your cost and value to potential clients?

have you researched or connected with other creatives in your industry and market to 
learn about potential pricing structures, and how has it helped?

how do you manage questions about discounts, friends and family pricing, and 
working for publicity?

What is one thing you intend to change or implement in the next week related to your 
pricing, potential for profitability, and negotiation?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Recommended Rising Tide Blog PosTs
all month we’ll be sharing more content about pricing and negotiation on the blog, so check back to learn 
more. and in the meantime, here are a few of our best articles on how to price your products and services, 
get paid more, and deal with the dreaded friends and family discount. 

As a valued member of our Rising Tide 
| HoneyBook community, you get 50% 
off your first year of HoneyBook. Uplevel 
your professionalism and get started 
today with a free trial. Join Today!

disclaimer: The advice featured in this guide and on the blog was sourced from 

our community members for sharing of general information and knowledge. 

For specific legal, tax, and professional advice, please consult an authorized 

professional.

discussion 
Questions

reina PomeroY
The heart centered Biz Bosses’ 
guide to Pricing your Services
https://www.honeybook.com/
risingtide/pricing-your-services

rt team + memberS
how to charge your Worth and get 
Paid More
https://www.honeybook.com/risingtide/
charge-your-worth-get-paid-more

lauren dragon-Cook
coping with the dreaded Friends 
and Family discount
https://www.honeybook.com/
risingtide/coping-dreaded-friends-
family-discount

RT



oUR sToRY

We believe an empowered creative economy will change the world. By elevating the voices of cre-
atives around the world, sharing their stories, and building a thriving online and offline community, we 
support the creative in their pursuit of a sustainable livelihood.

every day we are on a mission to empower the creative economy to rise together, doing what they 
love.

Rising Tide is a living library of educational resources by creatives for creatives. With blog content 
from thought-leaders throughout the creative industry, free educational webinars, monthly guides, and 
online summits—our members are equipped with the knowledge they need to succeed in business.

We fuel over four hundred monthly meet-ups across the world that discuss a relevant business topic. 
We believe that magic happens when creatives gather, support one another, and are empowered to 
pursue their passions.

HoW We sTARTed

in May of 2015, rising Tide hosted its first set of local meetups in twelve cities across the united 
States. coffee shops and wineries filled with small business owners seeking a new mindset in the cre-
ative landscape—one built on relationships. creatives who typically spent day after day sitting at their 
desks with only the hum of the computer and their third cup of coffee to keep them company now had 
the opportunity to engage in community within their own towns.

one by one we added meetups in cities from the northeast to the Southwest, and even internationally. 
as rising Tide and the concept of “community over competition” was welcomed with open arms, we 
had the opportunity to merge with honeyBook to build an intentional creative community worldwide.

We are only as strong as the communities around us, so we dedicate ourselves to supporting non-
profits and organizations we are passionate about. To date, we’ve given over $100,000+ to non-profits 
including The School Sessions, u.S. dream academy, The Birthday Party Project, Thirst relief and 
more. We have also partnered with Pencils of Promise to build a school in 2018—funded entirely by 
community donations through our annual riSe Summit.

We believe that when creatives rise, the world is changed for the better. Together, we are empowering 
the creative economy to pursue their passion with the support of a community.
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